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Abstract—Distributed key value storage systems are widely
used by many popular networking corporations. Nevertheless,
server power consumption has become a growing concern for
key value storage system designers since the power consumption
of servers contributes substantially to a data center’s power
bills. In this paper, we propose GreenCHT, a power-proportional
replication scheme for consistent hashing based key value storage
systems. GreenCHT consists of a power-aware replication strategy — multi-tier replication strategy and a centralized power
control service — predictive power-mode scheduler. The multitier replication provides power-proportionality and ensures data
availability, reliability, consistency, as well as fault-tolerance of the
whole system. The predictive power-mode scheduler component
predicts workloads and exploits load fluctuation to schedule nodes
to be powered-up and powered-down. GreenCHT is implemented
based on Sheepdog, a distributed key value system that uses
consistent hashing as an underlying distributed hash table. By
replicating twelve real workload traces collected from Microsoft,
the evaluation results show that GreenCHT can provide significant power savings while maintaining an acceptable performance.
We observed that GreenCHT can reduce power consumption by
up to 35%-61%.

down the servers hosting inactive replicas to provide power
proportionally. GreenHDFS [1] focuses on data differentiation.
It separates a Hadoop cluster into Hot and Cold zones based
on the observation that the data stored in the cluster shows
significant variations in the access patterns. The cold zones
with low utilization can be powered down for energy savings.
Our focus is on key value storage systems. Key value
storage systems have been growing more attractive over the
past few decades [5], as they are being employed by many
modern popular networking corporations, such as Dynamo at
Amazon [6], Cassandra at Facebook [2], and Voldemort at
LinkedIn [3]. Key value storage systems use distributed hash
tables (DHT) to distribute data to storage nodes. A consistent
hash table (CHT) is often used by modern key value storage
systems [6] [13] [2] [3] as the underlying distributed hash table
because consistent hashing can adapt to a changing set of nodes
without creating a large overhead of data migration [11] [12].

Server power consumption is an important issue for distributed storage systems because it contributes substantially
to a data center’s power bills [9]. Furthermore, as the size of
data increases, massive amounts of storage are becoming more
necessary [8]. Sierra [9] and Rabbit [7] have been proposed
for power proportionality: the energy consumed should be
proportional to the system load. However, we find that a
surplus of power is being consumed by many storage systems,
especially during idle periods of system utilization [9].

We take a practical approach to provide powerproportionality for consistent hashing based key value storage
systems. Instead of randomly placing replicas of each object on
a number of nodes on the consistent hash ring, we use a poweraware multi-tier placement of replicas that assigns the replicas
of objects on non-overlapping tiers of nodes in the ring. It is
known that replication is widely used by distributed storage
systems to provide high availability and durability. Typically,
in an R-way replicated storage system, we can maintain a set
of R1 nodes that consist of only a single replica for each object,
and power down up to R−1
R of the nodes for power savings
during periods of light loads [9]. In our power-aware multi-tier
replication strategy, we can maintain a number tiers of nodes
that will be made available and power down the remaining
tiers of nodes without disrupting data availability by exploring
the load fluctuation.

Literature concerning data-center energy management shows significant power saving potentials in distributed file
systems [9] [1] [15]. Sierra [9] [15] shows that I/O workloads
in data centers exhibit significant dynamism. Therefore, servers
in a distributed system (e.g., Google FS) can be powered down
to save power during idle periods of utilization. Sierra exploits
the redundancy of replicas in distributed storage systems. It
maintains a primary replica available for access, and powers

Although recent research and development has suggested
that the most promising approach to saving power in enterprise
data centers is to power down entire server rather than saving
power in individual components [9], powering servers down
in distributed key value storage systems is challenging since
availability may be compromised. We make a tradeoff between
power savings and availability. Our power-aware multi-tier
replication ensures that at least one replica of each object is
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kept available even when a significant fraction of the servers
are powered down.
Data consistency must be ensured, especially when a subset
of the servers is powered down. All of the writes to the
powered-down replicas are offloaded to the active servers to
maintain replica consistency. We use a small storage space
(called log-store) in each server to temporarily store offloaded
data. When the replicas are powered up, offloaded writes are
reclaimed.
This power-aware multi-tier replication strategy, coupled
with log-store, not only ensures data availability and consistency but also maintains reliability as well as fault-tolerance
of the whole system even when a subset of the servers is
powered down. In the worst case, if a server fails while its
peer servers that store its replicas are powered down, these
objects are unavailable. A recovery process will be started to
maintain data availability: The failed server’s peer servers are
powered up and the offloaded data is reclaimed.
Most modern distributed key value storage systems such as
Dynamo [6], Cassandra [2], Voldemort [3], and Sheepdog [13]
have a decentralized structure. In decentralized overlay networks, a group of nodes must cooperate with each other since
there is no centralized coordinator. We implement a predictive
power-mode scheduler to schedule nodes to be powereddown or powered-up. The predictive power mode scheduler
functions as a “centralized power control service”. It predicts
I/O workloads and exploits load fluctuation to schedule nodes
to be powered-up and powered-down accordingly. Moreover, it
cooperates with the power-aware multi-tier replication strategy
to provide power-proportionality for distributed key value
storage systems. By powering down tiers of nodes, the system
can switch to a wide range of power-modes to meet different
performance, availability, reliability as well as power-saving
requirements.
In this paper, we present the GreenCHT technique to
provide power-proportionality for consistent hashing based key
value storage systems. GreenCHT consists of a power-aware
replication strategy — multi-tier replication strategy and a
centralized power control service — predictive power mode
scheduler. We have implemented GreenCHT on Sheepdog [13]
as a power-proportional key value storage system. Specifically,
we implemented our multi-tier replication scheme based on
sheepdog, with modifications to the consistent hash table and
replication strategy. The predictive power mode scheduler is
implemented as an centralized power controller for a storage
cluster.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II presents an overview of GreenCHT. Section III presents
the implementation of GreenCHT. Section IV presents experiment results. Section V discusses related work and Section VI
concludes this paper.
II.

GREENCHT OVERVIEW

A. Traditional Replication under Consistent Hashing
We first briefly describe the traditional replication under
consistent hashing before we present our power-aware multitier replication. Modern key value storage systems such as
Dynamo [6], Chord [11], Cassandra [2], Voldemort [3] and

Sheepdog [13] often use consistent hash tables to assign
objects to nodes. Consistent hashing maps objects to nodes
by first hashing both the nodes and their addresses on to the
same ring. Then, each object is assigned to the first successor
node whose value is equal to or follows its own hash-value on
the ring. As shown in Figure 1(a), object x is mapped to node
A because it is the first node encountered in a clockwise walk
(see solid-arrow).
To achieve high availability and durability, modern key
value storage systems replicate data on R distinct nodes,
where R is a replica level parameter. As shown, object x is
replicated on 3 clockwise successor nodes (A, B and C) in
the ring. To achieve load balance, consistent hashing assigns
multiple virtual nodes to each physical node. In this case, each
node is responsible for multiple ranges distributed around the
ring. For example, figure 1(b) shows multiple virtual nodes of
each physical node. Each object is replicated at R distinct
nodes by skipping successor positions to ensure that each
replica of the object is stored at a distinct physical node.
Thus, object x is replicated on node A, B, and D. Since
the virtual nodes are permuted in a pseudo random order by
the consistent hashing function, the replicas of each object
are randomly distributed around the ring. Thus, the traditional
replication strategy prevents subsets of nodes from powering
down without violating data availability [7].
B. Multi-tier Replication under Consistent Hashing
1) Tiering and Power-Modes: To achieve powerproportionality under consistent hashing for key value
storage systems, we first assign both servers and replicas to
non-overlapping tiers. Each tier contains only one replica of
each object. Thus, a multi-tier layout allows (R−t)N
of the
R
nodes to be powered down while keeping t replicas of each
object available, where N is the total number of nodes and
R is the replica level. By powering down different numbers
of tiers, key value storage systems can switch to different
power-modes to sustain different workload levels. When the
system switches to power mode t, the first R − t tiers are
powered down. We can power down R − t tiers (t < R) while
keeping t tiers available, which means that there are still t
replicas of each object available.
Figure 2 shows an example of three power modes and
three tiers with a replication level of 3. Each tier contains a
subset of servers. Within each tier, the replicas are unique,
meaning that the replicas of each object are not stored in
the same tier. When the system switches to power-mode 1,
the first two tiers, tier 0 and tier 1, are powered down. In
the lowest power-mode (power-mode 1) as shown in figure 2,
two tiers are powered down while there are still one tier (tier
2) available. Apparently, the lowest power-mode provides the
highest energy-savings. When the system switches to powermode 2 from power-mode 1, the servers in tier 1 are powered
up. In this case, power-mode 3 is the highest power mode with
three active tiers. By switching to different power-modes, the
system can meet different performance, availability, reliability
as well as power-saving requirements.
2) Multi-tier Consistent Hash Table and Multi-tier Replication: In multi-tier replication, the replicas of each object are
assigned to the first successors in different tiers to ensure that
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Tiering and power modes with a replication factor of 3

each tier contains only one replica of each object. Figure 3
shows an example of multi-tier replication under consistent
hashing. Instead of randomly placing replicas of each object
on R distinct successors, GreenCHT assigns replicas of each
object to its first successors in different tiers on the ring. As
shown, the first replica of object x, r1, is associated with
virtual node A1 which is its first successor in tier 0, and
mapped to node A. The second replica r2 is associated with
its first successor in tier 1: virtual node B1. In addition, the
third replica is associated with its first successor in tier 2,
virtual node C1, and mapped to node C. In this case, each tier
contains only one replica of each object. This approach not
only provides power-proportionality without disrupting data
availability but also maintains load balance, fault tolerance,
and scalability properties since multi-tier replication is based
on consistent hashing.
Table I shows the allocation of replicas of object x to the
three tiers. x has three replicas: r1, r2 and r3. We use the term
“successor i” to refer to the ith distinct successor in a certain
tier. r1 is assigned to x’s first successor (i.e. successor 1) in
tier 0. r2 and r3 are assigned to the first successors in tier 1
and tier 2 respectively.
C. Log-store and The Allocation of Log-replicas
Writes should be stored persistently and consistently, even
when replicas are unavailable due to nodes being powered
down. Therefore, we use a log-store to temporarily store
offloaded data. All of the writes to standby (or inactive)
replicas are offloaded to the log-store, which exists in active
nodes to maintain replica consistency. We refer to these kind
of writes as log writes. When the nodes containing replicas
are powered up, log writes are reclaimed: logged data is read
from log-store and written to the power-up nodes, and then
deleted from the log-store.
We use a small space in each node to store log writes. The
log-store of each node holds the log writes that are offloaded
to this node. Each node has two regions: an object region and
a log-store region. The object region stores the replicas that
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are assigned to this node while the log-store region holds the
log-replicas created by log writes.
To ensure the parallelism of writes (i.e., writes to replicas
and log writes) and replica availability, we assign log writes
to the active nodes located in the higher tiers. Table II shows
the allocation of the log-replicas of each object to different
tiers. We define the logged data created by log writes as
log-replicas. We first consider the allocation of log-replicas
with R = 3. Each object x has 3 replicas, r1, r2 and r3,
which are assigned to x’s first successors in three different
tiers. r1 has two log-replicas (log-r1s) which are stored in
x’s two successors located in two higher tiers, tier 1 and
tier 2 respectively. When tier 0 is powered down, the writes
to r1 are forward to log-r1, which stored in x’s second
successor (successor 2) in tier 1. When both tier 0 and tier 1
are powered down, these writes are forward to log-r1, which
stored in x’s second successor located in tier 2. r2, has a
single log-replica, log-r2, which exists in x’s third successor
(successor 3) located in tier 2. When both tier 0 and tier 1 are
powered down, the writes to r2 are forwarded to log-r2 and
stored in x’s third successor located in tier 2.
We then consider the allocation of log-replicas with replica level R. Object x has R replicas, r1, r2, r3, ... , and rR.
x’s first successor in tier R − 1 stores rR. x’s remaining R − 1
successors in tier R − 1 store the log-replicas of x as shown
in table II. When the first R − 1 tiers are powered down, the
writes to the first R − 1 replicas of x are forwarded to these
R − 1 successors located in tier R − 1. Since these successors
are different, the log-store can ensure that the writes to the
replicas or log-replicas of each object can be performed in
parallel.
The reads can be forwarded to available replicas when
some replicas are powered down. When the system switches
from a low power to a high power mode, a certain amount of
log writes are reclaimed.
TABLE II.
Object x
Tier 0
Tier 1
Tier 2
...
Tier R-1

Successor 1
r1
r2
r3
...
rR

L OG - REPLICAS A LLOCATION
Successor 2
—
log-r1
log-r1
...
log-r1

Successor 3
—
—
log-r2
...
log-r2

...
—
—
—
...
...

Successor R
—
—
—
—
log-r(R − 1)

based data distribution and replication mechanism. Sheepdog is a distributed object-based storage that provides block
level storage volumes attached to QEMU/KVM virtual machines [10]. Sheepdog architecture is fully symmetric and
provides an object storage. It assigned a 64-bit unique id to
each object. In Sheepdog’s object storage, the location of an
object is calculated based on consistent hashing algorithm and
each object is replicated to multiple nodes to avoid data loss as
mentioned in Section II.A. Then, the object storage executes
I/O request operations to the local disks.
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GreenCHT system architecture

D. Predictive Power Mode Scheduler (PMS)
To choose the power mode with enough active servers to
sustain a given load, we define three metrics, the node metric,
tier metric, and load metric. The node metric and tier metric
(Ltier ) are measured in MB/s by using the random-access I/O
stream. The load metric is defined by using the aggregated
reads and writes over all of the servers. Note that the write
rate is weighted by a factor of R since writes are replicated R
times [9]. Thus, the load can be computed in units of servers.
We choose to compute the load in units of tiers rather than
servers since the power mode scheduler switches in units of
tiers.
To track the load, the load is measured in 1 second
intervals at each server and aggregated for each hour. Then, the
scheduler predicts the load Lpredict for the next hour by using
a predictor based on an ARMAX model [17]. To compute the
power mode P in the next hour, we determine whether the
predicted load for the next hour exceeds P tier loads. Then,
we power down the remaining tiers, meaning that we choose
the power mode P that contains P tiers to sustain the load:
P =⌈

Lpredict
⌉
Ltier

(1)

Where Ltier denotes the tier metric, which is the performance of a single tier of servers. P denotes the powermode we choose. The power mode we choose is proportional
to the system load. In this case, the power-mode scheduler
cooperated with multi-tier replication strategy provides powerproportionality since the power consumed in GreenCHT system is proportional to the system load.
III.

GREENCHT IMPLEMENTATION

A. GreenCHT Prototype
GreenCHT was prototyped on Sheepdog [13], which was
chosen for its open source code and its consistent hashing

We implemented our data distribution and replication module — M-CHT on Sheepdog by modifying its original data
distribution and replication algorithm. In addition, the power
mode scheduler (PMS) runs in the user space to schedule nodes
to be powered-down and powered-up. As shown in figure 4,
the power mode scheduler includes a workload monitor and
a predictor. The workload monitor captures the local load
information (such as the number of I/O requests or bandwidth)
within each hour. The predictor predicts the workload for next
hour as mentioned in Section II.D. As shown in figure 4, we
use QEMU [13] to create virtual disk images (VDIs). Each I/O
request accesses to the virtual disk image, which corresponds
to an object in an OSD (Object-based Storage Device). As
shown, the M-CHT component receives I/O requests and
calculates the target nodes. In addition, the M-CHT component
consists of a multi-tier consistent hashing algorithm, a multitier replication scheme and a log-store.
B. Power Controlling in Key Value Storage Systems
GreenCHT is deployed in an Ethernet-based storage cluster.
The GreenCHT system consists of multiple OSDs (Objectbased Storage Devices). A manager is elected among the OSDs
by using Zookeeper [4], which is responsible for powering
down or up a subset of tiers of nodes. We also use Zookeeper
as our cluster engine to manage cluster membership and failure
detection. The metadata (M-CHT) is cached locally at each
OSD. Currently, GreenCHT is implemented on an Ethernetbased storage cluster. Each OSD maintains the entire multitier consistent hash table (M-CHT) and cluster membership.
Thus, the clients can connect to any OSD and their read/write
requests can be routed to any OSD in the cluster with at most
one-hop request routing. As shown in figure 5, all the OSDs
(including manager) consists of two major modules: the MCHT (multi-tier consistent hash table) and the PMS (power
mode scheduler). As mentioned in Section II.B, the M-CHT
module is used to distribute object replicas to OSDs while
the PMS is responsible for deciding which OSD need to be
powered down or powered up in the next epoch.
Figure 5 shows an example of power controlling process
when a system switches from power mode 2 to power mode
3 in GreenCHT system. As shown, the OSDs in tier 0 are
powered down in power mode 2. First, each active OSD sends
its load measurements periodically to the PMS running on
the manager, which is responsible for powering down or up
a subset of tiers of nodes based on the global knowledge of
server load. Second, the PMS running on manager predicts
the workload and computes the power mode for the next
epoch: power mode 3. Before powering up the OSDs in tier
0, the PMS first updates the power state of these OSDs in MCHT. Then, the manager propagates the table modifications
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Fig. 5. Power controlling: The system switches from power mode 2 to power
mode 3.
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Fig. 6. Power mode schedule for GreenCHT system: High power mode with
3 active tiers, median power mode with 2 active tiers, and low power mode
with 1 active tier.

IV.

EVALUATION

We evaluated GreenCHT with twelve real enterprise data
center workloads by using trace-driven evaluation. The twelve
traces we used in our evaluation were taken at block level and
collected from Microsoft Cambridge servers [14].
In our experiments, we evaluate GreenCHT by comparing
it with a baseline system based on sheepdog [13], which are
designed and deployed without any power management policy.
In the baseline system — sheepdog, a consistent hashingbased data distribution policy is used to distribute objects
to OSDs, just as Section II.A describes. As mentioned in
Section III, GreenCHT is implemented on Sheepdog storage
cluster by modifying Sheepdog’s original data distribution and
replication strategy. Hence, the unmodified Sheepdog system
can be treated as a baseline system which presents the lower
bound for average response time and upper bound for energy
consumption. Additionally, the consistent hash function we
used is FNV-1 hash function [13] which is used by both
Voldemort [3] and Sheepdog [13]. Initially, Sheepdog storage
cluster was formatted to use a default replication factor of 3.
A. Power savings
1) Power Mode Scheduler: Figure 6 shows the load metric
for each hour and the number of active tiers (i.e. power mode)
chosen by power mode scheduler for each hour of replaying
usr. The load metric used was the number of servers needed to
support a workload for each hour. The server metric is obtained
by benchmarking the server in the system as mentioned in
Section II.D. Power mode was defined as the number of tiers
chosen to support the workload for each hour. Since we use
the maximum load as the load for each hour, the load shown in
figure 6 is referred as peak load. We make two observations.
First, 90% of the time the power modes were correct. The
number of active tiers chosen matches the workload for each
hour. Second, the results show that 51 servers are sufficient to
meet the performance requirement. Only a few hours of load
are overhead. For example, the peak load during the period of
60th -64th hour cannot be sustained even with all tiers powered
up.
2) Power Savings: Figure 7 shows the power savings
of GreenCHT under twelve traces. The power savings are
computed over sheepdog — the baseline system. GreenCHT
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Fig. 7. Power savings for GreenCHT by using power mode scheduler’s
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provides significantly power savings. For example, for prxy,
GreenCHT can save 35% energy over the baseline. This is
because GreenCHT uses multi-tier replication which provides
power-proportionality while sheepdog system do not use any
power management strategy.
B. Performance
1) Peak Performance: We evaluate the peak performance of
our system when clients are accessing objects under different
power modes (with different number of active tiers) by using
Sysbench [16]. 7 clients make random-access read and write
requests to the system. Note that we use random read and
write access performance as peak performance. Figure 8 shows
the peak performance in terms of aggregated active server
performance. Several observations can be made. First, in all
cases, reads are faster than writes (by about 3×) because the
replica level is 3 and the bandwidth of writes is reduced to 13 .
Second, ideally, the performance of n tiers is as n times as the
performance of a single tier for reads, and a third of that for
writes. The actual performance of n tiers in those cases is close
to the idea for reads as shown in figure 8. Third, the highest
client performance we observed was about 35MB/s in power
mode 3 when 3 tiers are all active for reads, and about 10 MB/s
for writes. We also measure single-client streaming random
read and write bandwidth from a single server with 3 active
tiers by using Sysbench. The read performance was 104 MB/s
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Average response time for the two schemes under twelve traces.

while the write performance was about 17 MB/s. We only
get about a third of the expected bandwidth of single-client
streaming for reads and half bandwidth for writes because
that the latency of disk seek time increases with concurrent
random-access streams.
2) Latency: Figure 9 shows the average response time
of GreenCHT system and sheepdog. Two observations can
be made. First, the performance penalty for GreenCHT is
small. The average response time of GreenCHT only increases
by 4-5ms due to background data reclaim traffic. Second,
compared with GreenCHT, sheepdog which has not power
management policy acts like a baseline system. It shows the
lower bound for average response time and upper bound for
energy consumption.

V.

RELATED WORK

A number of recent works have attempted to reduce power
consumption in distributed systems. Sierra [9] exploits the
redundancy in distributed systems, and powered down the
servers hosting inactive replicas. Rabbit [7] uses equal-work
data-layout, which stores replicas to nodes in a fixing order:
Nodes are powered on by creating an expansion-chain, and
the number of blocks stored on a node that is inversely related
to where the node figures in the expansion-chain. Thus, the
performance and the number of nodes that can be powered
down would be scaled up at the fine granularity. Lightning
and GreenHDFS [8] [1] focus on a data-classification, and
separates cluster into hot and cold zones. Servers in cold zone
can be powered down to save energy.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose an efficient power-proportional
replication scheme for key value storage systems, called
GreenCHT. GreenCHT uses a novel power-aware replication
named multi-tier replication to provide power-proportionality.
To ensure data consistency, GreenCHT uses log-store to
temporarily store the writes to unavailable replicas. And
GreenCHT uses a centralized power control service named
predictive power mode scheduler to schedule nodes to be
powered up and powered down without violating performance
of the whole system. We implemented GreenCHT on Sheepdog
storage cluster by modifying Sheepdog’s original data distribution algorithm and replication strategy. And we evaluated
GreenCHT by comparing it with the unmodified Sheepdog
system. The experiment results show that GreenCHT saves
significant energy while maintains an acceptable performance.
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